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63. (New) A method for communicating optical signals from k data service provider to at least

one subscriber comprising:

sending downstream optical data signals on a first opjical waveguide from a data service

hub;

sending downstream optical KF modulated telev$on broadcast signals on a second

waveguide from the data service hub;

converting the downstream optical data signals inlfo electrical data signals;

routing the electrical data signals to predetermined optical transmitters;

converting the electrical data signals back in/o optical data signals with each optical

transmitter;

coupling an optical splitter to a plurality of dirilexers;

dividing downstream optical RF modulated television broadcast signals from the second

optical waveguide with a splitter among the plurality of diplexers;

combining the downstream optical RF modulated television broadcast signals from the

data^ignals from each optical transmitter

per an optical waveguide; and

dividing them between a plurality of optical

opjsecond optical waveguide with downstream

with a respective diplexer;

propagating the combined optical signals

receiving the combined optical signals

waveguides coupled to a plurality of subscriber optical interfaces.

64. (New) The method of claim 63, further comprising receiving the combined optical signals

with a subscriber optical interface and converting the combined optical signals into downstream

electrical data and downstream electrical RF modulated television broadcast signals.

65. (New) The method of claim 63, furthof comprising:

separating the downstream optical data signals from the downstream optical RF

modulated television broadcast signals; pd

converting the optical signals Wo an electrical domain.

66. (New) The method of claim 631 further comprising providing one of video, telephone, and

internet services via the optical signals.
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_ 67. (New) The method of claim 63> wherein^s^

JL* division multiplex protocol to divide the mwnslream signals between preassigned optical

transmitters. /
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